
Tyre and 4X4 Accessory Business for Sale Brisbane

For Sale
Location: Brisbane

Asking:
$160,000
$160,000 + SAV

Type: Transport/Automotive / Retail Other

Contact:
Frank Willett
+61 415 288 954 or +61 7 
3831 2300

aubizbuysell.com.au/105902

LINK Business Brisbane
Broker Ref: BR01187 

Frank  WillettImage not found or type unknown

Performance Wheel, Tyre and 4X4 Accessory Business
for Sale
This is the business which has the best location in Brisbane!

Northside premium wheel and tyre business with the added bonus of being the place to fit a huge
range of 44 accessories such as bullbars & lift kits.

This business supplies a huge range of bullbars, lift kit & performance wheels & tyres to fit all makes
and models at the most competitive prices.

The business is located in a high profile automotive area, with main street frontage that has thousands
of passing cars each day.

This in demand, five and a half day per week business has a fantastic reputation in the industry and a
very loyal following of satisfied customers.

Currently there is one full time working owner running the business plus one fulltime staff for
administration with sub contractors for fitting services as required.

There is huge potential to add mechanical repairs to make this your one stop automotive shop!

Very reasonable rent and a long lease is on offer move in and make money from day one.

Complimenting the huge showroom is an impressive 4 bay workshop with 4 hoists plus full wheel
alignment & tyre fitting stations plus everything required to ensure all products can be fitted
professionally by technicians.

The growth of this industry is huge. Combined with record high sales of off road vehicles, it is
indicative that this industry will continue to achieve excellent growth and exceptional profits for many
years to come.

Distributors and authorized fitters of the following companies products across the dealer network:

Rhino4x4
Rival Drivetech4x4 
Motospecs
Ironman4x4
Wheelpros
Dynamic Wheels
King Wheels
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EFS Suspensions
GSA Wholesale
Tempe Tyres
And many others

Opportunities this good are rare, genuine buyers should enquire now!

Our seller is willing to listen to genuine offers!

Priced at $160,000 + SAV

Enquire now to discover more about this opportunity.
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